Girls Urged to Acquire Fullness of Life

President Blunt spoke at Chap-
el on Tuesday morning about how to get the fullest life possi-
ble at college. He said we should all strive to attain, both students and faculty. Miss Blunt said she pointed out that there are many interfering conditions which helps toward acquiring fullness of life. The greatest inter-
ference is fatigue, either physical or nervous. When we are fa-
tigued we do not enjoy life. Sleep, exercise and relaxation are the best anti-
dotes for fatigue. Hold on to your serenity, look at things with

buoyancy and a sense of humor, not with anxiety. Miss Blunt brought the point of making plans and common sense can lessen fatigue.

Another interference is our self-
treating the subject we are writ-
ing about as it is, we are thinking of how to treat it. We are embarrassed about our awkwardness because we are thinking of ourselves instead of our reader. President Blunt advised that we deve-
vote ourselves to the thing at hand for its own sake and forget ourselves.

STU. G. MEETING HELD

A Student Government meet-
ing was held on Thursday even-
ing, November 2, at 6:45. The meeting was conducted by Doro-
thyn Merriam, Secretary of the Student Government. The need for quiet
quiet hours was stressed and the following plan was announced: every two weeks the proctors are to be chosen by the house president and these proctors are

"The American Theater of Today" is Topic of Walter Prichard Eaton

Critics Shows Development of Theatre

In his discussion on "The American Theater of Today," Mr. Eaton gave us an insight into the nature of a man who has studied criti-
cally the real American stage for thirty years. In this space of time, the theatre has developed great competence—in its adapta-
tion of plays, its lighting effects, its costume design—in everything, apparently, except acting, which has suffered considerably. Because of the excellence of the plays today, the American actor himself loses prominence. Playwrights are developing more and more skill in technicalities. Our plays are beginning to have great merit because of their unity, their point, and their satirical purpose. The playwright demands strictly realistic plots and it severely censures improb-
ability, and for the first time in American theatre, O'Neil is an exception to this rule. O'Neil is not only a poet, who
grapples for some form of expres-

sion entirely away from realism. Another point interesting to note is that nearly all of our stage productions are being done within ten feet. Formerly, the American stage relied upon foreign plays. The movies, Mr. Eaton ad-
mitted, were serious competitors of the American stage, in that they appealed to the mass of peo-
ple for casual entertainment. But they are by no means taking the place of real American drama. Statistics prove that the Motion Picture Houses attract about seventy million people. And in the hundreds of pictures that are produced yearly, perhaps one in a hundred is worth of the name, "Drama." Movies are too cheap for real appreciation. Original-

ality in plot and in characterization
is becoming a thing of the past. The fine standards of the theatre are rarely consciously ap-
plicated to the movies; rarely question a movie's probability, its artistic conception, its unity, or its general purpose. And when a going public is too easily amused to be a critical, discriminating audience. In a motion picture, the creative part of the audience is completely dead. This is one of the movie's fundamental weak-
nesses. Besides, the whole function of a movie is too costly and too complicate for an amateur. And in amateur acting lies half the enjoyment of the picture. Mr. Eaton traced the develop-
ment of the theatre in America from the Civil War period up to the present day. He told the story of the old melodramas and the fa-
mous Burlesk shows, the Gil-
bert and Sullivan works which paved the way for the modern

musical comedies. Among the better musical comedies he men-
tioned was "Lady Be Good" and their high standard of scenic beauty, besides the glorification of the American girl. These "Follies," he maintained, had no
intellectual or satirical point, yet the musical comedy audience was satisfied. It is a sign of great improvement in the mentality of these audiences when they wel-
come and even demand such an art as musical comedy, Of Thee I Sing, which unquestionably has unity, definite point and satirical purpose. This demand for really intelligent plays and musical revues is a turning point in American drama. Mr. Eaton urged that there be a balance between the movies and the legitimate stage. At the present time in America, every town, large and small village has one or several motion picture houses, while outside New York City, there are but forty or fifty legitimate playhouses in the country. We should have fewer motion pictures and make those that we have excellent in every dramatic detail. The "class divi-
sion" which the theatre vs. the movies is confusing, is distress-
ing. The movies are attended by the entire population of America, but the theatre is reserved for the educated, moneyed people, with a fairly high aesthetic sense. The true theatre should be made available to the mass who now find it im-
possible to attend at amateur performances at least.

Colleges of today play a great part in the development of the American Theatre. They help substan-
tially by their courses in development of Theatre Appreci-
ation, their amateur productions, their play writing. The finest of our American directors and playwrights are products of American colleges.

FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORS

DEFEAT UPPER CLASSES

The Sophomore-Freshmen hockey game on Wednesday, November 8, resulted in a 5-2 victory for the Freshmen, who could also win in skill. Likewise, the Sophomores defeated the Juniors in score and skill, the score being 1-0. The team members are as follows:

Seniors: Barnet, Jones, Town-

croft, Richardson, Auster, Hine, Hill, Merriam, and the Water-

(Continued on page 5, column 2)
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died after two great systems: capitalism and socialism. The twentieth century, however, has subjected them to such unprecedented strains and stresses as to make their continuation highly doubtful by many thoughtful persons. Their outgrowth would imply upheaval and catastrophe; their deflation and adaptation, however, need produce no such calamitous consequences.

The rational definition of capitalism would leave almost unimagined the great driving power of the urge to acquisitiveness, though it would transfer some of its present inordinate gains from the individual to the community. Capitalism has long displayed two conspicuous merits: a power of expansion and an enormous productivity. Alongside these, however, there have been two equally conspicuous faults: insecurity, taking the form of recurrent depressions within nations, and of tariff competitions and imperialist wars among nations; and faulty distribution, in which selfish shrewdness rather than public service normally would serve the ends of social welfare.

The problem is, of course, to preserve these merits and to eliminate the faults; to reduce somewhat the competitive element and to enlarge the co-operative; to secure in the interest of the general welfare a better coordination of effort and reward, a more reliable continuity of employment, using toward these the entrance requirements which of collective coercion, and preserving the maximum of individual freedom.

Connecticut has at least made the right direction but will it continue? The opinion of the students given through the curriculum board can do much to help our college to be a leader in this respect.

There are without doubt grave problems confronting any administration that tries these methods. The most important is the financial one. After this comes the question of the entrance requirements which would have to be changed somewhat. The entire college curriculum is as it now stands would need readjustment and last of all, would it harm the reputation of the college?

It is just as important, as Connecticut is very young and must be careful as it is still making a reputation. There are too many students coming to their college with much and much needed reorganization of education, but a start must be made. These colleges if enlightened and enlightened minds are to be found in this, or any other country.

MOPYE MATILDA

Dear Mopye Matilda:

My life has been placed in one tall skyscraper, The Cathedral of Learning. The only campus will be a roof garden.

Dr. Lawrence Says

Rescue by Deflation

Lack of insurance in a world of knowledge and a political world of 1933 is patterned after two great systems: capitalism and socialism. The twentieth century, however, has subjected them to such unprecedented strains and stresses as to make their continuation highly doubtable by many thoughtful persons. Their outgrowth would imply upheaval and catastrophe; their deflation and adaptation, however, need produce no such calamitous consequences.

The rational definition of capitalism would leave almost unimagined the great driving power of the urge to acquisitiveness, though it would transfer some of its present inordinate gains from the individual to the community. Capitalism has long displayed two conspicuous merits: a power of expansion and an enormous productivity. Alongside these, however, there have been two equally conspicuous faults: insecurity, taking the form of recurrent depressions within nations, and of tariff competitions and imperialist wars among nations; and faulty distribution, in which selfish shrewdness rather than public service normally would serve the ends of social welfare.

The problem is, of course, to preserve these merits and to eliminate the faults; to reduce somewhat the competitive element and to enlarge the co-operative; to secure in the interest of the general welfare a better coordination of effort and reward, a more reliable continuity of employment, using toward these the entrance requirements which would have to be changed somewhat. The entire college curriculum is as it now stands would need readjustment and last of all, would it harm the reputation of the college?

It is just as important, as Connecticut is very young and must be careful as it is still making a reputation. There are too many students coming to their college with much and much needed reorganization of education, but a start must be made. These colleges if enlightened and enlightened minds are to be found in this, or any other country.

Dear Editor:

Have you noticed a succession of downcast expressions, eyes continually seeking the ground, and an attitude of unenthusiastic pessimism? You haven't? How could you be so careless! Why, that's our Freshman class! Or so one has the right to think, for the class of 37. Imagine our surprise. We thought that this year's Freshman class was a swell, a peppy bunch of girls with a lot of "go" and that we were making friends with them readily. However, we live at them from a distance like Frankenstein's monster, ready at one moment's notice to spring at them and wipe them up in the dust or mud, depending on the weather.

If anyone is acutely aware of the phenomenon of the "police department being judged and criticized, it is rather, as psychology tells us, from overweight of self after the Sophomore of 36 who cannot easily remember the hardships of last year. And now for the "pat on the head" that you are expecting so you shall not be disappointed. We would like you to have this and that and this for Juniors and Sophomores as well as for us. But for heaven's sake, quit crying over an imagined injury or insult and be just as swell as we think you are. Our procedure during initiation was much easier and more enjoyable for the Freshman than it has ever been before and by we hope to show our lack of experience is no obstacle to be your friends. If, then, "Miss '37" represents the opinion of her class, I do not think our efforts have not been appreciated and that, in spite of them, '37 does not cooperate in our friendly wish.

The Tulane Pelican gets one out a rasch who stole some undergarments from the clothesline of a Gamma Pi sorority house. He was arrested, incidentally, but as quickly released when he came before the judge, pleading it was his first slip.

Fifteen exiled professors from Germany are members of the fac
culty of the Institute of Social Research of Princeton, N. J.

A student of St. Thomas College may take our insurance policy against being called upon in class for 25 cents. If he is called upon he may collect $5.

The University of Pittsburgh has been placed in one tall sky-
scraper, The Cathedral of Learning. The only campus will be a roof garden.
Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full bloom, so we show you this picture. Only a few of these fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed. These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following year the "Cream of the Crop" for your Lucky Strike, for tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful breeding of fine tobaccos explains why Luckies maintain the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so round and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

ALWAYS the finest tobaccos
ALWAYS the finest workmanship
ALWAYS Luckies please!
PRES. COFFIN AT VESPERS

The speaker at the 7 o'clock Vesper service at Connecticut College on Sunday will be Henry Sloane Coffin, pastor of the Church of the Pilgrimage in New York City. For many years Dr. Coffin was pastor of the Madison Avenue Presbyterian Church, N. Y., and was known as one of the country's foremost preachers. While there, he helped to construct a new conspicuous piece of institutional church work. The selection of Dr. Coffin as president of Union Theological Seminary some years ago has been generally recognized as a most happy choice. For he combines within him all the necessary qualifications for successfully discharging the duties of such a position: a deep spirituality, the gift of eloquence, scholarship, sociability, wide sympathies, and executive ability. His love of the church is responsible for the establishment of a school of sacred music as an integral part of the seminary.

He is a prominent member of the Yale corporation; is much in demand as a speaker on college and university campuses, and is widely known as the author of many worth-while religious books.

DR. GILKEY OUTLINES THE "NEW RELIGIOUSNESS" (Concluded from page 2, column 2)ness of God, who is a mind, a power, and a goodness surpassing all. Secondly, it gives a new light to the great question of the meaning and purpose of life, which is brought to us as an opportunity for growth in wisdom, skill, and kindness—a growth which continues in this and the other world. Finally, it convinces us of God's everlasting guidance and teaches us to lay greater emphasis on His work in the soul of man rather than on His so-called miracles in the world of matter.

We are inspired by our new religion to give light and release from pettiness. This will re-
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MISS WHITNEY SPEAKS ON THE HITLER REGIME
(Concluded from page 3, column 1)
many in earnestness. However, there are Germany is general for all of Germany,
wheras in reality, the policies of the Gestapo, are true only for certain parts of
Germany. The picture that is painted in this country concerning the debris of the Jews;
true, but likewise only for certain localities.

Miss Whitney explained that the Hitler regime aims to accomplish three main purposes. The first of these deals with employment. The cabinet promises every German, with the exception of communists, Jews, and all other non-Aryans. Through the medium of this promise, he aims to keep women out of the industrial world, thereby encouraging marriage, and putting women in their proper place in the home.

Hitler's second purpose is to conquer the "German-" by driving out all non-Aryans, that is, all those who are not of the pure Teutonic stock. "The chief of all these people from jobs. Thirdly, he wishes to give Germany a quality among others: the unique excellence and unquest-

Two important meetings were held this week at the Missouri Union. The first of these deals with employment. The cabinet promises every German, with the exception of communists, Jews, and all other non-Aryans. Through the medium of this promise, he aims to keep women out of the industrial world, thereby encouraging marriage, and putting women in their proper place in the home.

Hitler's second purpose is to conquer the "German-" by driving out all non-Aryans, that is, all those who are not of the pure Teutonic stock. "The chief of all these people from jobs. Thirdly, he wishes to give Germany a quality among others: the unique excellence and unquestionable survival of ancient tribalism, which to rebuild the welfare of humanity.

National greed for exclusive economic advantage has cluttered the world with tariff walls, thus denying major commercial benefits to all in order to secure minor gains for a few.

The dogma, so widely and de- votedly believed in, that no na-

The most sensational discovery of the year by Italian archeologists is probably the Apollo, an extremely beautiful statue found close to a groto in which Emperor
or Tiberius held festivals, some 60 miles to the south of Rome, on the way to Naples.

The groto was arranged as a Nymphem for the emperor. Stone seats were placed so that you could watch the little cairns artifically led into the groto from streams in the hills above. Artificial ponds were built to keep fish alive and ready for the imperial dinners. Presumably nympha frequented the nymphus as well as the nymphs of the ivory firm. Statues like the recent discovery were placed about.

Many remarkable discoveries have been made in the last few years in this southern-most district of the Campania Romana. One of the discoveries Americans will be making after the Re-

Marian P. Whitney, one of the trustees of the college. Minna Bent took the names of those girls volunteering their services to sew on capes to be worn in the Red Cross parade on November 11th.

The most important issue of the evening was a discussion of the honor system and what to do about making it more expedient. Finally a decision was reached and voted upon to have each girl responsible for reporting any other girl who infringes on any of the college rules. This is to be regarded as in effect until March 1st and then subject to definite establishment or change.

The meeting then adjourned after the singing of the Alma Mater.

Every Beauty Preparation
A College Course
LILLIAN'S BEAUTY SHOP
NEW LONDON, CONN.

RAINCOATS

The winter months bring many days when a raincoat is more than useful.

Some of ours are even ornamental.

We would like to show them to you

STU. G. MEETING HELD
(Concluded from page 1, column 3)
AL initiative consistent with social health. The problem of making necessary readjustments is obviously so complex and wide-reaching as to challenge, perhaps to dismay, the most competent. Certainly nothing more can be attemp-
ted here than an extremely general treatment, in which in progress in this matter may be sought. To give at least a suggestion of something concrete and specific amid all this vague-ness I shall hazard three bits of advice for the ordinary citizen: first, stop shoveling at Rockefeller and begin to study it; second, instead of merely fearing Fascism, examine carefully its advan-
tages and limitations; third, judge our democratic-nationalis-
tic-capitalistic system by its ap-
parent adaptability to the needs of today and tomorrow rather than by its past achievements.

The deflation of nationalism, being overdue, is a condition which is neces-
sarily temporary today hereto-
fore, and the time is ripe to urge it frankly.

The rampant nationalisms of 1914 caused the World War, one of which is that co-

Throughout the meeting Miss Marion P. Whitney, one of the trustees of the college. Minna Bent took the names of those girls volunteering their services to sew on capes to be worn in the Red Cross parade on November 11th.

The most important issue of the evening was a discussion of the honor system and what to do about making it more expedient. Finally a decision was reached and voted upon to have each girl responsible for reporting any other girl who infringes on any of the college rules. This is to be regarded as in effect until March 1st and then subject to definite establishment or change.

The meeting then adjourned after the singing of the Alma Mater.
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ted here than an extremely general treatment, in which in progress in this matter may be sought. To give at least a suggestion of something concrete and specific amid all this vague-ness I shall hazard three bits of advice for the ordinary citizen: first, stop shoveling at Rockefeller and begin to study it; second, instead of merely fearing Fascism, examine carefully its advan-
tages and limitations; third, judge our democratic-nationalis-
tic-capitalistic system by its ap-
parent adaptability to the needs of today and tomorrow rather than by its past achievements.

The deflation of nationalism, being overdue, is a condition which is neces-
sarily temporary today hereto-
fore, and the time is ripe to urge it frankly.

The rampant nationalisms of 1914 caused the World War, one of which is that co-

Throughout the meeting Miss Marion P. Whitney, one of the trustees of the college. Minna Bent took the names of those girls volunteering their services to sew on capes to be worn in the Red Cross parade on November 11th.

The most important issue of the evening was a discussion of the honor system and what to do about making it more expedient. Finally a decision was reached and voted upon to have each girl responsible for reporting any other girl who infringes on any of the college rules. This is to be regarded as in effect until March 1st and then subject to definite establishment or change.

The meeting then adjourned after the singing of the Alma Mater.
It would be worth our while, methinks, to find out when the next fire drill is going to take place in a certain off-campus house; not only the chief, but also every member is equipped with a nifty fire hat sent through the courtesy of the Texaco Company. There’s no telling what things the minds of those who awoke Wednesday morning to see clothes growing on trees the way leaves used to do before you and I were young.

Automatic locks may have their advantages but not at three in the morning, according to a student in Plant, who had to spend the rest of the zero hours on coats in the hall outside her room. Here’s hoping the situation won’t occur again or there may be some amateur lock-picking.

Just because a certain language student danced with her professor at the Hallow’en party is no sign she can dally along on page 18 while the rest of the class had reached page 46. We’re afraid she’ll be busy as a bee catching up when it comes to a quiz.

Having seen the advertisement in Fanning probably warned the large Vesperians audience that position wasn’t everything in life, and—

I’m looking for a millionaire—Something that will wear and wear—Something tweddy in classic style. Something that will last a while, Nothing striking or bizarre like novelties most always are, But sturdy, strong, substantial looking—The kind that everyone is hooking—Something to match my gray limousine Something with which I’d want to be seen, Guaranteed not to rip or tear—I’m looking for a millionaire.—

—Hilliard College News

KLEENEX
and all other cold aids. Protective Creams for cold weather, Powders that stay put, Lipsticks that prevent chapping.

HENRY’S CUT RATE STORE

A ROUND CAMPUS WITH PRESSBOARD

I ONLY HEARD OFF CAMPUS

That course of gardens worn to dinner on Sunday made one wonder a bit. If freshmen must return at ten, and yet are able to win such a prize we must believe the old saying, “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.”

That a Schaffer House maiden calmly refused a Dartmouth-Yale bid; and since he did turn up, and did date her roommate we wonder who can claim the next invitation.

That we were all wrong about that engagement ring. “One of us was wrong, and so we parted.”

That Burt Wheeler’s daughter goes to Connecticut College. We didn’t mean to excite you—his full name is Barton, and there are no family ties between him and the comedian.

That the taxi service to Saxon House is improved. And it’s always the same two girls to use it.

That every few minutes on Saturday night Copeland’s windows were raised and a voice could be heard yelling “Charlie.” But the expected Dartmouth man did not arrive.

That Princeton was well represented, also. In fact we heard that someone went “Bats” and another “Green” with envy. “Pun my word!”

Something new was tried out last Thursday evening at the Moonlight Sing after the Amalgamation meeting. The Seniors in cap and gown sang first, as usual, and then the other classes joined in. It has been thought that full enjoyment in singing could not be found in separate class singing, and that more fun and zest in these full moon gatherings would stimulate attendance and spirit. The Moonlight Sings are traditional at Connecticut, and it is hoped that it is a tradition that will never lapse.

Exscuses for over-sleeping and missing 8 o’clocks are being done away with at Ohio University. Four band members will play reveille from the library steps to arouse late sleepers.

EVERYBODY knows the good food and soda at

The Boston Candy Kitchen

CHRISTMAS CARDS
ORDER NOW AT
Connecticut College Bookshop

ALUMNAE NOTES

BORN—To Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Stover, Jr. (Katherine Francke, C. C., ’33), in New York, on September 17, a son, Andrew Stover III. If the rest of the alumnae cooperate like this, there will be no scarcity of men for C. C. proms twenty years from now.

Rosalind Beebe, C. C., ’26, as Vice President of the Alumnae Association, will speak at the meeting of the New London chapter, November 17, on “Books and Book Selling.” This literary-minded campus will perhaps be interested to know that she is manager of the Macmillan bookshop in New York.

Last week-end proved to be a very successful and exciting reunion here at college for the following nine graduates of ’33: Elise Waldecker, Helen Walls, Marjorie Fleming, Dorothoë Peterson, Ellen Shold, Abbie Usher, Betty Overtor, Margaret Hiland, and Ruth Norton.

Their gay conversation consisted chiefly of fond remembrances of “college days.” “Remember this, and remember that.” However, certain interesting facts were exchanged to the question, “What are you doing now?” And just to be cheerful, every one of them said that we here in college, “don’t know what work is like. You have an easy time!”

Elise Waldecker—is doing Volunteer work for the Red Cross.

Marjorie Fleming—is working in the Bowery Savings Bank in New York City.

Dorothoë Peterson—Secretarial work in New York City.

SAKS FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

Announcing a MID-SEASON SHOWING of the COLLEGE INN

New collections of daytime and evening apparel, emphasizing formal fashions for brilliant holiday events.

Also Christmas gifts including sweater jewelry, handbags, handkerchiefs, and irresistible perfumes.
Harvard men who desire employment are enrolled on a social register whose business it is to furnish male escorts for "deb" parties. We bet the debs would rather go unescorted.

What's in a name? At Fordham Father Deane is dean; Father Whalen is dean of discipline; Mr. Shouten is debate coach; and Mr. Voekl (pronounced vocal) is director of the glee club.

International Relations Clubs, fostered through the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, now total 634, of which 422 are in the United States. The 422 will meet in regional conferences this year, six of which are already scheduled for fall and early winter. - World Events.

Football has been discarded for rodeo sports at the Cheyenne School at Colorado Springs. Bucking horses and wild steers are considered less dangerous by Dr. Lloyd Shaw, superintendent. - Fornightly.

A survey in an eastern university showed that 60 per cent of the students sleep through at least three hours of classes each week.

We just got wind of the peculiar predicament a young Romeo was in last summer when his mother found a pawnbroker's ticket on his coat which with the rest of the suit he had pawned to get the cash to go to the prom. The Y. R. skinned through by saying he had checked his coat at a dance. Imagine his embarrassment when his mother held up the trousers, also ticketed, and asked, "Henry, what kind of a dance was that?" - Northeastern.

Beer and foot-ball should not mix is the decree of the University of Minnesota. The administration showed this attitude in refusing to sanction radio broadcasts of University football games if sponsored by brewery concerns. - Fortnightly.

Do You Want To Look Your Best?
Let The Mohican Beauty Shop Help You Have Perfect Grooming Telephone 4541 Mohican Hotel
Get it at STARR BROS., INC. Druggists For Appointment Tel. 3202

Mildness

...yes I like that word about cigarettes

“When I think of milder cigarettes nowadays, I always think of Chesterfields.

Because Chesterfields are milder. They’ve got plenty of taste and aroma to them but they’ve got mildness too!

“I smoke Chesterfields all day long — when I’m working and when I’m not, and there’s no time when a Chesterfield doesn’t taste milder and better.

“I’ll put in a good word any time for a cigarette like Chesterfields — they’re mild and yet they Satisfy.”

Chesterfield

the cigarette that’s MILD

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

© 1933. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co.